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Is Liquidity Preference a Behavior

Toward Risk ?
A Three-Asset Model

Junici Hirata

I. Introduction

Generally speaking, two fundamental properties of money have been

employed to distinguish it from other assets. One is the use of money

as the medium of exchange. The other is its freedom from interest risk

On the basis of the first property, various models of the transactions de-

mand for money have been developed, in one way or another related to

the initial formulations of Baumol (1952) and Tobin (1956). From the

second property has come the portfolio model, originated by Tobin (1958),

which treats the demand for money (narrowly defined) as "behavror to

wards [interest] risk."

As its title suggests, this paper
is devoted to a

critical reexamination of

the latter source of money demand. It has been inspired by the exist-

ence of a large set of close substitutes for money, typically so-called

money-market instruments, which can be regarded as riskless, or virtually

so, and which pay substantial interest. Intuitively, the availability of

many such instruments would appear to make it unlikely that money
l~

(again, narrowly defined) would be held in order to cope with interest risk.

Money-market instruments have received short shrift in the literature

on money. Therefore, it behooves us to say something immediately ab-
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out their various characteristics by way of highlighting their closeness to

money with respect to freedom from interest risk

Some of the money-market instruments are literally riskless. Repurch-

ase agreements (RPs) between banks (and to a lesser extent securities dealers

and large savings and loan associations) and nonbank investors are a notable

case m
point. By their very nature, RPs are devoid of interest risk be-

cause these instruments require the borrower to repurchase the securities

involved in the loan at their original price plus interest. Moreover, over
three-quarters of the approximately $ 107 billion of RPs outstanding in

the United States in mid-1980 were either ovemight in term or callable

at any time. Even when maturity dates are fixed, beyond one day, inves-

tors unexpectedly needing cash can form reverse RPs with the collateral

they have taken in, thereby avoiding liquidation risk

Equally liquid are federal-funds loans to commercial banks by other

financial institutions
; these are mostly overnight loans with specified in-

teresst rates.

Other money-market instruments, such as Treasury bills, CDs, and
bankers' acceptances, do possess positive, if limited, interest risk when
sold before maturity. However, these instruments have highly developed

secondary markets in which they can be purchased with as short matur-
rtres as mvestors desire and thus are virtually riskless. Also, since 1975,

markets for interest-rate futures contracts have been developed that per-

mrt mvestors to hedge (or manage) interrest risk on Treasury bills. Other

mtruments, such as commercial paper, do not have secondary markets,

but their maturity dates are (like those on RPs and CDs) fixed to suit the

convemence (cash-need dates) of investors. Moreover, most issuers of com-
mercial paper will normally (though without obligation) redeem this paper
before maturity from hard-pressed (regular) investors. And interest-rate fu-

tures also exist for commercial paper

Mention should be made, too, of accounts in money-market (mutual)

funds. The assets of these funds consist entirely of the whole array of
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money-market instruments, plus a tiny amount of demand deposits. If

anything, the accounts in these funds are even more liquid than the in-

struments themselves, because checks may be written on them. In July

1980, these funds aggregated to some $80 billion. The total of all

money-market instruments extent at that time in the United State~

approximated $650 billion

As noted, the existence of such a rich variety of liquid, money-market

instruments and in such large magnitudes, all devoid of interest risk or

nearly so and all paying abundant interest, suggests the extreme dubiety

of a theory that purports to explain money demand as a response to

risk. This skepticism is buttressed by the frantic pace of development of

cash-management techniques by business firms. In general, these techni-

ques are designed to reduce perceived variance of cash flows and thus

enable investors to reduce their cash holdings and increase the amounts
available for investment in money-market instruments

Doubt and skepticism are not enough, however. They should be sup-

ported by argument at least as rigorous as that upon which the original

(Tobin) argument rested. To this end we take up the "nsk" demand for

money in the context of a three-asset model, one that contains money, a

virtually riskless asset, and a risky asset. The model is essentially an ex-

tension of Tobin's (1958) formulation. Our purpose
is to show that if

money-market instruments are explicitly incorporated in a portfolio model,

the demand for money as a buffer against interest risk tends to vanish

A model with at least three assets of the types described must be formu-

lated, because some of the (nonmonetary) assets do possess significant in-

terest risk,
even while others have little

or none, but both types are re-

levant to the portfolio decision.

Utilizing Tobin's formulation means we are applying Markowitz's (1952)

mean-variance model to the analysis of money demand. Although mean-

variance analysis is widely accepted, it is not without its critics. A major

issue has been the existence of an indifference map between mean and
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variance, as issue debated by Borch (1969), Feldstein (1969), and Tobin

(1969). From this debate we have learned that indifference curves be-

tween mean and variance can be drawn only if
an investor's preferences

can be expressed by a quadratic utility function, or
if probability distribu-

tions of returns on portfolios are normal. There have been attempts to

generalize mean-variance analysis to less restricted framework [e.
g.,

Arrow (1970), Cass and Stiglits (1970, 1972) and Hart (1975)]. However,

these attempts have failed to derive clear results in models of many
assets.

At the same time, under the restrictive conditions of his model, Tobin's

original results stand : For a risk averter, an interior solution is obtained,

in which money
is

a component of an asset portfolio. Nevertheless, for

the reason given above, it will be argued here, this result is implausible

Our program in this paper is
as follows : In section 2,

we set up a
three-asset model along the lines of Tobin (1958), but in the framework
of a nonlinear program. As remarked, this requires' the use of either the

quadratic utility function or the normal distribution of portfolio returns in

our model. However, in the face of strong criticism of the quadratic util-

ity function in the present context [for example, Arrow (1970), Hicks

(1972)]
we are unwilling to stick with the quadratic utility function ; so

2)

we adopt the normal distribution in our analysis. Then, in Section 3, the

nonlinear program
is utilized to note various possible solutions ;

this proc-

edure is dictated by our interest in the possibility of a corner solution

characterized by zero money holdings. In the absence of the quadratic

utility function, results are derived without explicit specification of a
util-

ity function. In Section 4, a utility function is introduced that corres-

ponds to constant absolute risk aversion. Demand functions for each of

the three assets are then derived and evaluated under the condition that

the risk of one of the interest-bearing assets is virtually nonexistent. In

Section 5,
a similar analysis is conducted based on a quadratic utility

function. In the process, we examine the implications of this form of
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the utility function for portfolio analysis in general and for money de-

mand in particular. Finally, in Section 6,
we summarize our results and

state possible extentions. In an appendix we present some comparative-

static results. Although these are tangential to our main interest,
we

shall have occasion to mention their properties in the text ; so
it

may be

convenient to have them for reference.

II. Models and Assumptions

As noted, our model follows in the footsteps of Tobin's model (1958),
3)

except for the introduction of a third, almost riskless, asset. For conveni-

ence, we
label our three assets money (narrowly defined), a short-term

asset, and a long-term asset, respectively

In our model, the investor's behavior is treated as the outcome of an
expected utility maximization for the choice of asset holdings, but at the

outset we do not specify an expected utility function. Basic to this in-

vestment analysis is the risk-return relation and its estimated distribution

by the investor.

[Assumption l]

If
we express an interest rate for each asset as ri (i=1, 2, 3), they

have the following properties, rl=0, r2>0, and r3 >0.

Next, we express the capital gain or loss of each asset by the random
variables gi (i=1, 2, 3).

[Assumption 2]

Money has no capital gain or loss, i.
e., gl =

O. Hence, gl is actually

not a random variable

[Assumption 3]

The investor's estimated distribution function for capital gains or losses

has a joint normal distribution ; the means are zero, the variances are
a22

a32, and the covariance is a23 = p23a2a3' The coefficient p23 is the correla-
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tion coefficient between g2 and g3, and we assume - I
Thus, the measure of return on each asset is the expected value of its

interest rate, and the measure of risk of each asset is the standard devia-

tion of capital gain or loss : ai (i=2, 3)

[Assumption 4]

The short-term asset is less risky than the long-term asset,
i.

e. a2 a3

By assumption 2, gl = O; so that al must be zero. Hence, in our model,

money has no risk

In this paper we discuss only the share of each asset, instead of the

absolute size of demand. Therefore, we
implicitly assume the share of

each asset to be independent of the amount of initial wealth

[Assumption 5]

The shares of each asset Ai (i=1, 2, 3) add to one, and the Ai' s are

non-negative.

Given the foregoing (five) assumptions, we can express the estimated re-

turn R from one unit of a portfolio as follows :

(1)REA2 (r2 +g2) +A3 (r3+g3)

From Assumption 3, R must follow a nomal distribution with mean l/R,

and variance a~. These parameters are calculated as follows

(2)
//R ~=E [R] =A2r2+A3r3

a~~ V(R) =E[{R-E [R]}
2] =A~022+ 2A2A3a23+A~0:32 (3)

Now we can specify our maximization problem. Because we are prin-

cipally concerned with the possibility of a corner solution featuring zero

money balances, we must set up a nonlinear programming model. Accor-

dingly, our problem is

Max EU=Max E[U(R)] =Max EU (l/R, a~) (4)

S. t. //R=A2r2+A3r3

a~
=

A~a22+ 2A~l3a23 +A~a32

A1+A2+A3= 1
Al' A2, A3~O

Not that the equality in our objective function need not hold. Howev-
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4)

er, Chipman (1973) has derived the necessary and sufficient conditions on
the utility function to guarantee this equality when the distribution of re-

turns is normal. Hence, we shall proceed as
if these conditions are

5)
satisfied.

Our final assumption relates to the signs of derivatives of our utility

function.
[Assumption 6]

U(R) has a positive first-order derivative and negative second-ordor de-

rivative. The investor is thus a risk averter.

This assumption implies that the utility function is
concave. Hence,

EU is
concave, strictly decreasing in a~. By the same token, if U is

strictly increasing in R, EU is strictly increasing in l/R･ [Proofs are given

in Pratt, et al. (1965)].

Having set up our problem, we can proceed to the general solutions

III. General Solutions

In this section, we shall solve the Lagrangean problem formulated from
(4). Ultimately, our interest is the evaluation of the demand functions in

a quantitative fashion. For that, however, we must have a specific unility

function. But, frst, Iet
us derive the Kuhn-Tucker conditions based on a

general utility function. This will give us a unified view for the analysis

that follows.

The Lagrangean function (L)
i~)

L= EU(A2r2 +A3r3, A~(T~+ 2A2A3cf23+A~a32) +~(1 -AI -A2 -A3) (5)

In turn, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are

aL
=_~~O (6)

6Al ~

6L 6EU 6//R

+
6EU 6aR

_~aA2 ~ 6//R aA2 aa~ aA2
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aEU aEU
= . +2(A2a~ +A3023) -A~O

(7)
r2

al/
R ao~

aL OEU 6//R

+
OEU 6cr~

~aA3 ~ a//R 6A3 aa~ aA3 ~

=r3 ' +2(A2023+A30:32) 6EU _~ ~O (8)6EU
al/

R aa~

aL aL aL
A1+ A2+ A3=O

(9)

6A1 aA2 6A3

6L (ro)

= I-AI-A2-A3=OaA

Al~O
(11)

A2~O
A3~O

If
we take into account all possible solutions, corner and interior, there

are seven possible cases : Al=A2=A3=0 ;Al=A3=0, A2=1 ;Al=A2=0, A3

=1 ;Al~0, A2~0, A3=0 ;A1~0, A2=0, A3~0 ;Al=0, A2~0, A3~0 ;Al~
O, A2~ O, A3~0. Each of these solutions has a corresponding set of first-

order conditions. However, this study is motivated by the question of

whether or not money
is held as a response to interest risk even in the

presence of virtually riskless money-market instruments (i.
e., even when o~

is very small) ;
therefore, we

shall limit the discussion to the last two

cases.

[Case i] Al=0. A2~0, A3~0.

This case requires that

6L aL aL
aAl =

O,
=OaA2 6A3

By (7) and (8),

we have

6L aEU 6EU
=

' r2+2(A2a~+A3a23) ~=0OA2 6pR 6a~

6L 6EU aEU
=

' r3+2(A2a23+A3032) ~=0
6A3 6//

R 6a~

Therefore,
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(r2-r3) 6EU 6EU
=0al!R

+2(A20~+A3a23-A2a23-A3a32)
6a~

By (6), A2=1-A3' So,

(r2-r3) aEU aEU
a// +2{(1 -A3) a22 +A3a23

-
(1 -A3) a23 -A3a32} =OR aa~

Hence,

aEU(r -r3)
a/1R

2{(a a23) (a2 2a23+a )A3} aEU
O6a~

Thus

(r2-r3) aEU +2(o~-a23) 6EU
al!R a0~

A3
- aEU

(1 1)

2(o~!_2a23+a~)
6a~

and

A2= I-A3'
(12)

[Case ii] Al~0, A2~0, A3~0.

This case requires that

6L aL 6L
= = =0aAl aA2 aA3

By (6) ~=0 ; so

aL 6EU 6EU
= ' r2+2(A2a~+A3a23) O6A2 al/

R aa~

aL 6EU 6EU
= ' r3+2(A2cF23+A3a32) O6A3 6pR 6a~

Therefore,

6EU j6EU 2(A2a22+A3a23)

_
2(A2a23+A3cr32)

6//R i aa~ r2 r3

(13)

so that

A2=
r2a32-r3a23

. A (14)

r3a~
- r2a23

From (14)

we can see that the division of the portfolio between the

short-term and long-term assets is independent of the share of money
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Furthermore,

(r2a~-r3p2302a32)a22
+0T23 6EU

. A3 O
aEU ' r:2+2
ap R aa~r3a22

- r2a23

which implies that

/6EU ~(r3022-r2a23)~
al/R /A3= (15)

(aEU ~2(1-p23)a2a32＼
aa~ )
aEU(r:zo~

-
r3a23)

al/
RA2

2 2

(16)

aEU2(1 -
p23) o:2 03

aa~

Al= I- (A2+A3) (17)

With these results,
we have taken the solution of our Lagrangean

problem as far as we can without specifying the utility function. We
must now determine whether Case i)

or Case ii) will prevail in the world

of reality. If Case ii) prevails, there will be some "risk" demand for

money ;
if Case i) prevails, on the other hand, there will be none

In the following two sections, we introduce two specific forms of the

utility function. Then we examine the above question in the context of

the almost riskless short-term asset

rv. Money Demand wrth a Utilrty Functron Charactenzed

by Constant, Absolute Risk Aversion

In this section we derive the demand function for money with the aid

of the utility function corresponding to constant absolute risk aversion,

first set forth by Pratt (1964). Although this is
a restricted class of util-

7)

ity functions, it has the advantage of satisfying all the requirements im-

posed by Arrow (1970) for a
utility function appropriate to the analysis

of economic behavior under uncertainty
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The utilrty function has the following form

U(R)=-e~kR, k>0, U'(R)>0, U"(R) (18)

The corresponding expected utility function is

EU(/! a )=
I

(19)
R, R -

e~k(teR-~ka~)

The first-order patirials of (19) are ;

6EU l

a//R
=ke~k(/!R-~kUR)>0 (20)

6EU 1 1

6a~ = ~
k2e~k(/lR-~kaR) (21)

2

Thus [together with (18)1_

we obtain concave-upward, positively sloped in-

difference curves between //R and cF~, without any restriction over the

range.

We now consider the problem of deriving a money-demand function

when we apply this utility function to our three-asset model. Following

the procedure of section 111,

we specify the Lagrangean function as

L= - e
~k{ (A2'2+A3'3)

-~k (A~a~+2A.A,a"+A~) }+~(1 -AI -A2-
A3) (22)

Now, we can derive the Kuhn-Tucker conditions :

6L
= -~ ~O

(23)

6Al ~

6L l

=k{r2-k
(A2a22 +A3a23)}e~k

(ttR~ ~koR)

_~~O
(24)

6A2

6L l

=k
{r3

- k
(A2a23 +A3a~)}e~k

(aR-~ka"2)

_~~O
(25)

6A3

6L
Al+

6L
A2+

6L
A3=0 ~6)

aA3aAl aA2

aL
= I-AI -A2-A3=O

(27)

aA

A1~O
A2~O

(28)

A3~O
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This system can be solved according to the two cases set forth in Sec-

tion 111. On the basis of the results obtained there, these solutions are

[Solution for Case i)]

By (11), A3 can be expressed as

(r:z~r3) aEU +2(a~-a23) aEU

A
a//

R 6a~
3~ aEU

(29)

2(o:~-2a23+a32)
aa~

. aEU aEUBut, by (20) and (21),

we know that the rauo
6p

is indepen-
R aa~

dent of the level of the Ai's
;so by substitution,

A3-
~(r:2-r3)+k(o~;-023)

(30)

~ ka

where a~0~-2a23+0~!.

Then we can derive A2 by

A =1-A3=
(r:2-r3) -k(a23-a32)

(31)

ka
[Solution for Case ii)]

By (15), (16), (20), and ~1),

we can derive A2 and A3 in a manner paralleling

Case i)
:

r2a3-
r3p23a2

A2=
(32)

ka22a3(I-
p~3)

A3=
r3a2-r2p23a3 (33)

ho2a32 (1
-

p~3)

The derivation of A1 follows :

A I A A =1-
r2(a32-a23)+r3(a22-a23)

(34)

ka22a~ (1
-

p~3)

Now, we can consider which of these two cases
is likely to prevailing

in the world in which the short-term asset possesses negligible risk. To
do this,

we analyze the behavior of money demand with respect to r2

Because the less risky, short-term asset is much the closer substitute for

money, we regard its yield as the key factor in the specification of
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money demand. First of all,
on the basis of (34),

we derive the range for

r:2 within which money holdings occur. For Al to be positive, the follow-

ing relation must hold :

r2 (cF23

-
o~) + r3 (a23

-
a~)

>01+ ho~a32 (1
-

p23)

Solving this relation for r2, we get :

ka~a~ (1
-

p~3)

-
r3

(a22

-
a23)

r:z E I
(35)

la32

- a23
8)

Similarly, for Al we have,

r2>
a23-a22

(36)
r3S

12

a32

- a23

Hance given expected risk and the interest rate on the long-term asset,

if r2 is greater than ll' there are no money holdings ; but if r2 Iies be-

tween
ll and 12, Case (ii) prevails, and money

is
a component of a risk

9)

averter's portfolio. Figure I shows these relations.

2*

2,

o
A*

l

Figure 1

Evaluation values of those critical values of ll and 12 is
an empirical

matter. So let us take the case in which a2 tends to zero. Remembering

that a23=p23ala2=0, we can see that, in this circumstance,

lim 11=0, and lim 12=0.
a'-o a'-o
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This means that if there is really a riskless asset besides money, there

rs no possibility that money will be held as a protection againet interest

risk. And, as we have seen, such assets do exist.

To strengthen our argument, we can show that the range between ll

and 12 becomes smaller as o:2 becomes smaller. Since

ll~12=
ka22a32(1 p23)

a32

- a23

a(11~12)

_
2ka20:3 (1 p23) (a a23) +kp23022a33(1-p23)

>0ao:2 (o~
-

a23) 2

Hence, if the risk of the short-term asset is
very small (and it

pays

enough interest to cover transaction costs), there appears to be no reason to

hold money in order to avoid risk. The portfolio-selection decision is

dominated by Case i), and as a2 tends to zero, the optimal portfolio is
ro)

characterized by :

A O A -
(r:2-r3)+ko:3

;A3-
~(r2-r3)

2
ko:~ k032

V. Money Demand with a Quadratic Utility Function

The results of Section IV were obtained with a utility function marked
constant, absolute risk aversion. In this section, we deploy the quadratic

utility function, utilized in Tobin's original analysis, to investigate the

portfolio decision. Our principal purpose is to determine the extent to

which Tobin's results depend on this specific form of the utility function

If the latter is crucial, it is important to know this, because the quadratic

utility function suffers from the major defect of implying that all risky

assets are inferior goods [See Arrow (1970) and Hicks(1972)]

First,
we write the quadratic utility function as follows

U(R) =
(1 + b)R+ bR2 (37)

Since we are considering only the behavior of a risk averter, b should be
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negative ; hence we
restrict b to the interval

- I b O. One problem

with the quadratic utility function is that this restriction on b is not suf-

ficient to satisfy Assumption 6. We can see this easily be differentiating

(37) with respect to R :

U' (R) =
(1 + b) + 2bR

(38)

The right-hand side of (38) need not be positive. Hence, we must impose

the additional restriction that R I+b to guarantee its positivity
- 2b

Bearing this in mind, note, further, that differentiation of (38) implies that

U"(R) The expected utility function now takes the following form

EU(l/R, aR) =
(1 +b)/!R+b(/1~+a~) (39)

The first-order partials for this expected utility function are :

aEU
=

(1 +b) +2b/!R >0
(40)

611R

6EU =b
(41)

aa~
1+baEU

,
the sign

may not be evident, but if /!RThe sign of
2ballR

must be positive. Since we have required all R to be less than
-

(I+b ~ the expected value of R should satisfy this condition. Hence,

~ 2b )'

under this restriction, the indifference curves between //R and a~ are posi-

tive in slope and (because of the concavity of U) concave upward.

Now we may set up the Lagrangean function :

L= (1 + b) (A2r2 +A3r3) +b{(A2r2+A3r3) 2+ (A~a~+ 2A2A3a23+A~a~)}
+~(1 -AI -A2 -A3)

(4z)

for which the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are :

aL
=_~~O

(43)

aAl ~
6L

= {(1 + b) +2bl/R} r2+2b(A2a22+A3a23) -~ ~O
(44)

6A2
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6L
= {(1 + b) +2bl/R} r3+2b(A2a23+A3a32)

-~ O (45)

aA3

aL aL
A1+ A2+

6L
A3=0 (46)

aAl 6A2 aA3

aL
= I-AI -A2-A3~O (47)

a~

Al~O
A2~O (48)

A3 ;~O
As we did in Section IV, we solve this system for Cass i) and ii) in

Section HI.

[Solution for Case i)]

In contrast with the utility function previously employed, with the

aEU aEUquadratic utility function
a//

is not independent of A2, A3,
R aa~

therefore,
we cannot use(11) and (12) directly. But, by (44), (45), and (46),

we
can derive

~= {(1 + b) +2bpR} r2+ 2b(A2022 +A3a23)

= {(1 + b) + 2bl!R} r3+ 2b(A2a23 +A3a32) (49)

Further, under Case i), A2 +A3 =
1. Hence, the solutions for A2 and A3

are :

A2=-
[(1+b)(r r)+2b{r3(r r3)+a23 a3}]

(50)

2b[
(r:z

~
r3) 2+ a]

A3=-
[(1+b)(r r)+2b{r2(r2 r)+a a23}]

(51)

2b[(r2-
r3) 2+ a]

[Solution for Case ii)]

By (43)-(46),
we have

{(1 + b) + 2bl/ R} r2+ 2b (A2a22 +A3023) =O

{(1 + b) +2b//R} r3+ 2b(A2a23 +A3a32) =O
Therefore,

A2= -
{(1+b) +2b//R}r2+2ho23A3

=
{(1+b) +2b//R}r3+2ba23A3

2ho22 2ho23
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Hence, the solution for A3 is :

(1 + b) r3a22

- r2a23
A3= -

'
(52)

2b A
And by substitution, we can derive A2 :

(1 + b) r2a32

- r3a23
A2= -

'

-
(53)

A2b

Since Al = I-A2-A3, we get,

(1 + b) pAl= I+ '
(54)

2b A
where AE T+ (1

-
p23)a~a32

TE
r22a32

-2r2r3p2302a3+
r32a~

=
(r2a3

-
r3p23a2) 2+ r32a~ (1

-
p23) >O

and pEE: r2 (a~- a23) + r3(a~- a23)

Now, with these solutions before us, we may proceed as we did in

Section IV. Let us consider the demand function for money. By (54) the

condition for Al to be less than one
is

r
a~-a23

. r=12-
3 2

(55)

a23-
cr~

However, deriving the condition Al > O is somewhat complicated, because

it entails solving the following quadratic equatron

2ho32r22
= {(1 + b) (a~

-
a23) -4br3a23} a3r2

+2b{r32a22+ (1
-

p23) a~a~} + (1 + b) (a~- a23) r3>O
(56)

But if

we derive the range of r:2 that satisfies the above inequality, we
obtain :

l~ r2 I~ (57)

where

IL ~1 [{(1+b) (a a23) 4br3a23} {{(1+b) (o 023) 4br3a23}
1~ 4ho~

-
{16b2a~ [r32a~+ (1

-
p23) a~a~] 8b(1 + b) (a 023) r3a2}}2J

and
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IP- ~1 [{(1+b) (o:~-a23) -4br3a23}+{{(1+b) (o~-a23) -4br3a23}2
4ho32

-
{16b2a32[r32a22+ (1

-
p~3) a22032]

-
8b(1 + b) (a22- a23) r3a32}

}~]
.

The graph between Al and r:z based upon
(57) is drawn in Figure 2.

~ ~
iii)

ii)

2, -
Figure 2

In this graph, curve
i) results when the sign of the expression within

the square root is negative, i.
e., the root is imaginary ; curve

ii) results

when there are multiple roots ; curve
iii) is the consequence of two real

roots. Unless o~ > p2303, we cannot exclude the possibility of curve
i),

viz., the possibility that A1 is always positive

Since (57) is too complicated to evaluate generally, Iet
us see what hap-

-
(1 + b)

pens when a2 tends to zero. Under this condition, IP
~~ and IF

2b

-~ O. So the curve relating Al to r2, now looks like that in Figure 3
Thus if

we consider only the range of r:2 associated with the negative-

ly sloped demand curve for Al' we can see that no matter how small r2

rs, a very small a2 implies the absence of money in a risk-averter's opti-

mum portfolio

However, an odd thing about this result is that an economically

meaningful solution, characterized by aAl /ar2 O, exists only when r2 is

ll)
less then

- (1+b) /4b. We cannot say how restrictive this condition is,
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r2
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Figure 3
but this fact must give us pause in using the quadratic utility function in

a portfolio analysis of money demand. Furthermore, if
we revert to

Equation (54) and find the limit of Al as 02 -~ O we don't get Al = O;
in-

stead, we get

1+b 1 (58)lim A1= I+ 2b r:2
',-o

for which

1+bdAl />0 ＼because -
2bdr2

In light of all the foregoing results, it would appear that even under a

quadratic utility function, portfolio therry per se fails to provide an ex-

planation for money demand in an economy in which virtually riskless,

short-term credit instruments abound. As earlier, the portfolio decision is

dominated by Case i), for which, as a2 H> O, the optimal portfolio has Al

=0 and

A2= -
I [(1 + b) (r:2- r3) +2b{r3(r2- r3)

-
a~}J2b [a~+ (r2

-
r3) 2]

A3= -
I [(1 + b) (r2- r3) +2b{r2(r2- r3)}]

2b [a~+ (r~

-
r3) 2]
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VI. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have established that under the Tobin framework, if

there is
a virtually riskless asset which pays interest, there is

no reason
for a risk averter to include money in his portfolio as a means of coping

with interest (or market) risk

Several extentions are possible. One is to relax the implicit assumption

that the share of each asset in a portfolio is independent of the initial

stock of wealth. Even in this case either a quadratic utility function or a

normal distribution must be assumed. [See Maysher (1978), Feldstein

(1978)]. Another extension would involve the introduction of inflationary

expectauons into our model, as Boonkamp (1978) did for the two-asset

case. Additionally, the demand for precautionary balances, held by inves-

tors facing uncertain cash needs [see Tsiang (1969)], might be examined

However, in all there cases, the basic economic logic appears to be the

same : Various money-market instruments dominate money in an investor's

portfolio. This leads us to the conviction that key to the holding of

money
is the need to make payments on assorted transactions that the

demand for money
is fundamentally a transactions demand

Footnotes

1) Here and there in the literature
on monetary theory, others have express

ed similar discomfiture with the Tobin theory of money demand by

pointing to the existence of savings and time deposits, assets that possess

the same risk properties as money and pay interest ; see, e. g., Barro and
Fischer (1976). Although correct, there is something naieve about this allu

sron to savings and time deposits. It is true that both categories of de

posits are free of interest risk in the conventional sense of capital loss

But time deposits are
still exposed to a kind of interest

'

risk, because they

can be liquidated before maturity only with interest penalty. More impor
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tant, business firms are either denied access to savings deposite or, as in

the United States since late 1975, can hold a maximum of $150,000 (per

account) in such deposits_ at commercial banks, a restriction that effectively

precludes large firms from holding them. At the same time, although busi-

ness firms can own most time deposits, they typically do not, ; they are
loathe to tie

up funds in the long-term maturities, and they can usually

obtain the same or higher yields on other types of short-term debt instru-

mens that are also negotiable. In the United States, households have long

accounted for about one-third of demand deposits, business firms owning

most of the rest. So any effort to rest a case against the Tobin theory of

money demand on the existence of savings- and time-deposit substitutes

clearly gets at only small part of the problem. This stricture extends to

so-called NOW and ATS accounts, resently made available in the United

States ; these interest-bearing demand deposits (disguised under other names)

are also denied to buslness firms.

2) There is
some empirical support for the assumption of normality in the

distribution of portfolio returns. See Fama (1976), pp. 43-44.

:~) Until we reach the possibility of a corner solution, consideration of a

nskless thrrd asset rs deferred
m

faver of one whose risk is intermediate

between the risks of the other two assets.

4) See Theorem I (necessary condition), and Theorem 2 (sufficient condi-

tion), in this paper.

5) When we solve the problem explicitly,
we

shall use the kind of utility

function that satisfies the conditions for equality.

(S

) Since the constraints for /1R and a~ are equality constraints, we can sub-

stitute them into our objective function.

7) These requirements are :

U' (R) >o (non-satiation)

U"(R) (risk aversion)

d U " (R)(- )U'(R)

dR ~O (decreasing absolute risk aversron)

d/ RU"(R) ＼~~ U(~~;) )~ O (increasing relative risk aversion)
dR ~

These conditions basically imply that a risk-averse investor would hold
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an absolutely larger amount, but a smaller proportion, of risky assets when
his return increases

8) This value may not be positive, but that only means that even though r2

is zero, A1 may not be 1.

9) To check the slope, see the appendix on the comparative statics

10) Note, also, that if r3>r2, A3 >0. Further, if
r3-r2 >ho32, A2=0 and A3=

1; this result may be interpreted to mean that in the event of a negatively

sloped yield curve, an investor may choose to hold only long-term assets,

provided the excess of the long-term over the short-term interest rate is

large enough to offset the risk of long-term assets. Finally, if r3 r2, then

A3=0 and A2=1, a result that makes sense under the characteristic of Case

i), viz., o~ -~ O.

11) This point is related to Tobin's (1958) condition that 02 > r2 to assure a

meaningful solution. Actually, the two conditions are (roughly) equivalent

because if
we take the limit as 02 H> O in (52), A3=0 ; thus, under this condi

tion,
we really have just two assets.

Appendix : Some Comparative Static Results

In this appendix, we summarize some of the comparative-static results

that derive from our demand functions for assets. Although these results

are tangential to our principal concerns in this paper, on several occasions

we have alluded to tham. This was especially true in Section V, where it

was necessary to take into account the comparative-static results in order to

evaluate the money-demand function. So it might be helpful to summarize

some of the results in one place.

First of all,
we expect the following sign patterne for asset demands

aAiOAi
~O when i~j, ~O,

arj ar;i

aAi aAi
~0 when i~j, ~OaaiOoj

Now, we
shall check the conditions necessary to satisfy these sign pat-

terns under Cases i) and ii) in both Sections N and V ; in addition, we
shall derive them for the asset-demand functions when 02 tends to zero

[For obvious reasons, 023 (=p23a203) is spelled out in all that follows.]

[Section N]
(Case ii)
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aA1 (p2302- 03) a3 aA
_

I (p23a3-a2)o:2
=ar2 k022032(1-p~3) ar3 = ka2~032(1-p~3)
~0

p2303~02
aA2 1 aA

_
2 - p23

ar2 k0~(1-p~3)
＼/nv,

ui:br3 ~ ho203(1-p~3)
~0

aA3
- p23

= ~0c>p23~0,
ua_afi_;3

_
ho~(11

p~3) >0ar2 k02a3 (1
-

p~3)
3 -

aAl 1
=

{r2(o:3

-
p23a2) + (r2a3- r3p23a2)}> Oa02 ko~a3 (1

-
p~3)

(since A2>0 requires that (r203-r3p2302) >0).

aAl 1
=

{r3 (o:2

-
p2303) + (r302

-
r2p23a3)}a03 ho2a~ (1

-
p~3)

aA2 1
= r3p23~O~ p23~Oa02 ho~03 (1

-
p~3)

aA2 1
= r3p23~O p23~Oaa3 ho~p (1

-
p~3)

aA3 1
= r2p23~O p23~Oa02 (1

-
p~3) 022013k

aA3 -1
=

{r3a2+ (r302
-

r2p23a3)} Oaa3 k02cT~ (1
-

p~3)

These results may not be readily apparent but if
we assume p23 ~ O, all

the expected signs follow, expept those for aAl /ar3 and aA1 /aa3 ' Usually,

however, all interest rates move in the same direction ; so the assumption

that p23 ~O is not unduly restrictive. To derive the expected signs for aA1 /
ar3 and aAlla03' we must assume 02 ~ p2303' However, if

we take into

account the limited substitutabilility between long-term assets and money,
these values are likely to be small in any event.

(Case i)

aA2 1 aA2 -1
= > O,

=ar2 ka ar3 ho

aA3 aA3 1-1
=

O,
= >0ar2 ka ar3 ka

aA2 l
=

[k {03 (p2302
-

03) + a3 (p23a3-
02)}-2(a2

-
p2303) (r2-

r3)laa2 ka2

aA2 -1
=

[k02 {a2 (p2302
-

a3) + a3 (p23a3-
a2)}+2(a3

-
p2302) (r2

-
r3)l6a3 ka2

aA3 1
=

{ho3{a2 (03
-

p23a2) + 03(02
-

p2303)}+2 (02- p23a3) (r2

-
r3)laa2 ka2
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aA3
- 1=

[k02 {03 (p2303
-

a2) + 02 (p2302-
a3)}+2(r2

-
r3) (03

-
p2302)la03 ka2

In this case, signs with respect to the interest rates are definite and the

expected ones, but those with respect to variance are by no means evident

This ambiguity remains even
if

we assume p23 ~ O, and 02 > p2303' Only if

we set a2 = p2303' do we get the expected signs. However, when 02 tends

to zero, the results become clear-cut

aA2 1 aA2
- 1= > O,

= Oar2 ko~ ar3 k0132

aA2 2a3 (r3

-
r2) aA3 2a3 (r2

-
r3)

ao = 2
>0, =ao3 3 3 ka~ko

[Section V]

(Case ii)

aA2 (1 + b) a~

ar2 = 2 {(r203- r3p23a2)2- (1
-

p~3) o:22(r32+a~)}

2bA

aA2 (1 + b) a203

ar3 = 2
[0203{2r2r3+p23(1

-
p~3) 0203}

-
p23(r22032+ r320~)]

2bA
aA3

_
(1+b)02a3

[0203{2r2r3+p23(1 -p~3)0203} -p23(r220~+r320~)]
ar2 ~ 2bA2

aA3 (1 + b) o~

= 2 [(r30:2- r2p2303) 2
-

(1
-

p~3) o~ (r22

+ o~)lar3 2bA
aA2

+
aA3 aA aA2

+
aAaAl

(ar ar )ar
=~( )2 2 3

ar3 ar3ar2

aA2 (1+ b) 03

= 2
[2r20203 {r32

+
032 (1

-
p~)}-

r3p23{r22032+
r32022

+ 0220~ (1
-
p~)}la02 2bA

aA2
-

(1 + b)

= {r3p23a220~(I-
p~3)}bAa03

aA3
-

(1 + b)

= {r2p230~02~ (1
-

p~3)}aa2 bA

aA3 (1 + b) 02

=
[2 r30203{

r22

+
022 (1

-
p~3)}- r2p23 {r220~+r320~+022a32 (1-

p~3)}]

2bAa03

aAl raA2 +
aA3 ~ aA1 (aA2 aA3 ~

＼aa2 ao:2 /' a03 ＼ao + a03 /a02

The signs of none of these derivatives is evident, a fact that suggests

another reason to avoid the use of the quadratic utility function

(Case i)
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aA -12

=
[(1 +b) {ct- (r2- r3)2} +2b{r3(a~- a~)

-
r3(r2- r3)2

ar2 26

+2r203(03 - p23a2}l
aA 12

=
[(1 +b) {a- (r2- r3)2} +2b{r2(o~-a~)

-
r2(r2- r3)2

ar3 2~

+2r3a2 (02
-

p2303)}l
aA -13

=
[(1 +b) {ct- (r2- r3)2+2b{r3(022-0~)

-
r3(r2- r3)22r203(cr3

ar2 26

-
p23cr2)}l

6A3 1
= [(1 + b) {a- (r2- r3)2} +2b{r2(o~- o~)

-
r2(r2- r3)2+2r3a2(o:2

ar3 26

-
p23a3)}l

where 5s b{cY+ (r:2- r3)2}2

aA2
- 1

aa2 =
[b{(T203(03-p2302) +0 (o p23cr3) +p23(73(r r )6

-2r3(cr2- a3p23) (r2- r3)}-
(1 + b) (r2- r3) (a2- p23a3)]

aA2
- 1=

[b {o:22 (p230:2

-
a3) + o:203 (p230~

-
a2) + (r2

-
r3)

aa3 6
x (r2p2302+ r3p23a2- 2r2a3)

-
(1 + b) (r2- r3) (a3- p2302)l

aA -13
= [(1+b) (r2-r3) (a2-p23a3) -b{0203+ (03-p2302)+a3(a2 p2303)

aa2 6
+ (r:2-

r3) (r2p23a3+ r3p23a3-2
r3a2)l

aA -13
=

[b{o:22(p23a2- 03) + o:203(p2303- 02) + (r:2- r3)

aa3 ~
x (r2p23a2+ r3p23a2-2r2a3)}-

(1 + b) (r2- r3) (a3- p2302)l
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